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As we enter into February, white-tailed deer hunting season begins to wind down here in the Lone Star State.
Hunters begin filling the last of their female MLDP tags. Landowners start to think about spring and summer habitat
management techniques. Male white-tailed deer start to let go of their pissed-off attitude they have been so proud of over
these past four months. However, for both male and female white-tailed deer, the end of the breeding season does not
mark smooth roads ahead. It is actually quite the opposite.
Both sexes at this point in the year start on much different
paths from what they have experienced these past four or five
months, each with its own set of difficulties.
Let’s start in the fall when both rangelands and whitetailed deer begin to transform. In the late fall months such as
September and October, rangelands begin to take on a new
look. Grasses begin to go dormant and the perennial vegetation
begins to lose its lush green color as leaves begin to fall. So
too changes the demeanor of the male white-tailed deer. Adult
male white-tailed deer are tough, heavy and mean during the
onset and peak of the rut. Generally from late October and
throughout the winter months, males are heavy weighing
approximately 15% more than they did in early spring as they
White-tailed deer “dead heads”. By: Nicholas Kolbe have bulked up throughout summer and early fall to prepare for
the mating season. They also tend to have a bad attitude and are looking to pick a fight as they compete with one another
for female breeding rights. I can personally attest to this first hand as I had to fend off a three and a half year old rutting
male one year with a golf club while working at the Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute’s ungulate research
facility. I have never climbed a fence that fast. Now, let’s fast forward five months to March and look at that same whitetailed deer. If you are out on your property regularly, you probably are looking at that same three and a half year old that
chased me up a fence quite differently. He has probably lost that bad attitude and can be found hanging out in a bachelor
group with other males. He may have even lost those fighting spears on his head by now as well. If not, they will be off
shortly. Lastly, he is probably a little light on body weight too from fighting and chasing females throughout the rutting
season. These expressed changes in the form of weight loss, shedding antlers and testosterone fluctuation can be
categorized as post rut stressors.
Females are by no means excused from post rut stressors. In fact, females have a much more difficult nutrient
dependent path to endure throughout the year than males. Let us start at the same spot as when we looked at the male
cohort. In mid to late October females are in a difficult situation to
start as they may still have a fawn or two still following them around
demanding attention and nutrition. While trying to provide for the
fawn(s), she still must consume enough nutrition to buffer herself for
winter and the taxing requirements of the upcoming mating season.
That is a lot of demand to meet as the new born fawns may still be
suckling, draining the female’s nutrient reserves during early fall.
Now, fast forward to late February early March and let’s assume her
and her fawn(s) made it through winter and she was also bred during
the rut. No easy task in itself. At this point, the fawns from the
previous year have been weaned off and are now browsing on their
own. You may still see them with mother but they have been deemed
“recruited” into the population after a year has passed. Mom at this
point is more than likely bred, gestating two fetuses and expressing her
own lack of body weight from minimal nutrition on the range
throughout winter.
White-tailed deer fawn. By: Nicholas Kolbe
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For both the male and female cohort, post rut stressors are obvious and present each sex with its own set of
difficulties. Males are worn down from fighting other males, chasing females all winter, and shedding antlers as they
prepare to grow a new set. Similarly, females are also low in body weight from being chased all winter, from providing
nutrition to the prior year’s offspring, and, of course, now gestating once again. It is no surprise then that white-tailed
deer, like most browsing and grazing animals, coincide the end of the taxing winter/mating season with the onset of
spring. Spring in Texas, marked generally by the months of early March through May, is when Texas receives the
majority of its precipitation. With the onset of rain brings the regrowth of vegetation. The new vegetation brings the
nutrition needed by deer to fulfill their post rut requirements of antler growth, gestation, and recover body weight.
This information is not novel by any means. If you have stepped out on your range during the spring period, you
have more than likely seen the scenarios presented above. However, understanding the stress that deer are under during
late winter can provide insight to the consequences if adequate nutrition is lacking during these post rut periods.
Rainfall in Texas, as we all know, is unpredictable as our next drought is not “if” it will come but “when”.
Without rain, rangelands cannot provide the necessary sustainable food supply throughout the spring and summer to fulfill
the needs of all of the white-tailed deer that are coming out of a stressful climatic and mating situation. As a consequence
in these situations, some of the deer on the range will not make it. So as a landowner or manager, what can you do to
buffer your white-tailed deer population when rain happens to be a little below average for the year and the vegetation on
the range simply isn’t there during this post rut period?

Prescribed burn in Bastrop County, TX. By: Nicholas Kolbe
Enter the cow, axe, plow, fire and gun; the five basic tools of wildlife management. All management techniques
can be classified beneath one of these five tools. First, a little history. In the early to mid-1900’s, these same five tools
were destroying our habitat and our game species populations, pushing many of them towards extinction. Not until 1932
when Mr. Aldo Leopold stepped onto the scene did we begin to understand and shed some light onto the fact that over
grazing, unsustainable harvesting, native habitat removal and other events where detrimental to wildlife. However, Aldo
did shed a glimmer of hope stating that the same tools that were destroying our ecosystems and wildlife can help restore
and preserve them.
So, what are a few wildlife management techniques as landowners and property managers can we can do to help
our white-tailed deer populations during these post rut situations? One of the management techniques that I find most
useful and economical is prescribed fire. Prescribed fire, when conducted in correct intervals and prescription, can
removed old senescent top growth and make room for novel nutritious new growth. Studies have shown that white-tailed
deer and livestock utilize these areas much more frequently than non-burned areas as they provide increased forage
diversity and nutrition than non-burned areas (T.L. Ivey and M.K. Causey 1984, Lashley et al. 2015). Lashley et al. in his
2015 publication found that female white-tailed deer increased their use of burned areas after >1 year-since-burn had
passed. Another study by C. Wayne Hanselka investigated nutritional components of buffelgrass (Cenchrus cilaris), a
common grazing component on South Texas rangelands, following prescribed fire. Hanselka found an increase in crude
protein and total digestible nutrients in buffelgrass 3-4 months post-burn (Hanselka, 1989). Furthermore, research has
shown that prescribed burned areas tend to yield seven times greater insect production for species like quail and turkey
than non-burned areas.
Though prescribed fire is probably one of the most useful and money efficient methods to manage rangelands,
there are risks involved and none bigger than conducting burns incorrectly. Doing so puts not only yourself but your crew,
habitat, animals, and neighbors in danger. Moreover, on the habitat and wildlife side, prescribed fire is good… when it is
done at the correct time and then followed by rain. As we know and as stated above, drought is inevitable. However,
perhaps you burn and the rain spigot shuts off? You are then left with a black landscape without any vegetation and forced
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to wait for the next down pour. Conducting burns during late January and through February is your best bet as you are in
the back half of your hunting season and you still provide your range the opportunity to soak up winter precipitation and
prepare it for the spring precipitation to come.
Another very useful tool to utilize is the gun. I know the
old precedent remains around a lot of the hunting industry, “I
don’t want to shoot all my does”. However, understand that the
biggest competitor for a white-tailed deer is another white-tailed
deer. Keeping your deer density in check by taking out the
correct number of animals every year will decrease the
competition between individuals and provide enough nutrition on
the range for the ones that remain. This technique is also very
useful as game species populations tend to rebound much faster
than does habitat manipulation. For example, say you over
harvest one year and that same year, you have a drought or
another stochastic event that decreases your herd even further.
Now you are left with, let’s just say half, the number of deer you
had before the season began. Given that female white-tailed deer
give birth to two offspring every year and population density at
that point is low, it may only take a few years for the population
White-tailed deer taken by Kara Kolbe. By: Nicholas Kolbe
density to return to what is once was. Conversely, let’s say you
decide that you want to root plow one hundred acres of habitat because you think it will come back a certain desired
vegetation type that would benefiting your wildlife. Unfortunately, after root plowing, the regrowth isn’t exactly what you
were looking for and end up blanketing your range in exotic invasive vegetative species. I know, scary thought.
Depending on your ecoregion, restoring the range back to what it was or to reach your desired habitat type could take
years as vegetation succession stages move very slowly. Oh, and it would also take a lot of money as well. If the goal is to
increase food supply, it is recommended to manipulate the density of your target species first before trying to make large
scale brush habitat moves. The density of a target species population like white-tailed deer is much easier to reestablish
for the short term than is an incorrect habitat management application.

Aldo Leopold’s tools of wildlife management. Axe, cow, fire plow and gun. By: Nicholas Kolbe
Lastly, the use of a grazing animal like cattle can be a great tool to providing increased forage availability to your
white-tailed herd during post rut periods. A little counterintuitive, right? How can a cow that does nothing but eat provide
more food for my deer? Cattle are grazing animals meaning they consume a very high percentage of grass. White-tailed
deer are browsing animals as their diets are predominately made up of browse and forb species. Given certain situations
and your vegetative community, you can utilize cows to reduce the density of unwanted species like tanglehead or
buffelgrass. Reducing the exotic vegetation density can open up bare ground, allow sunlight and precipitation to penetrate
the ground floor, and ultimately, reduce vegetative competition making room for native forbs and grasses to reestablish.
There are many other strategies to increase forage diversity and food supply for this post rut time frame. Disk
stripping in early February to encourage warm season forb production is a strategy readily utilized. Or perhaps you could
remove unnecessary understory in wood lines to increase sunlight exposure for forb and grass production while also
decreasing precipitation runoff. All of the strategies mentioned are management techniques that, when used correctly, can
provide your range with increased forage needed by deer during post rut.
Implementing proper management techniques can be time consuming. However, when done correctly, they can
help your deer population when it needs it most. Like when females are gestating your next 200 inch trophy. Or perhaps
when your males begin to grow their next set of antlers that you hope add 10-20 inches from last year. Take the time to
use these management techniques. In the long run, you will be glad you did.
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APACHE CREEK RANCH
BANDERA AND MEDINA COUNTY, TX
2,058± ACRES

LISTED BY:
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APACHE CREEK RANCH DETAILS

The ±2,058 acre Apache Creek Ranch is for sale in Medina County, Texas. The occasion is special and rare
when a property this large, this exquisite, and this well-located becomes available. This ranch is the epitome of that
situation. Halfway between Devine and Yancey, just 10 minutes from I-35, an hour from the San Antonio
International Airport and 30 minutes from Hondo Municipal Airport, this ranch checks all the boxes for the
discerning ranch buyer, investor, or developer. Situated on the prized divide between sought after South Texas brush
country and picturesque Hill Country terrain, in the famed region termed the Golden Triangle, this highly improved
sporting paradise is being offered turnkey with endless options and opportunities.
With numerous excellent development options available to the owner of this property, one of them could
certainly center on the excellent hunting reputation of this region. Medina County lies within the Golden Triangle of
Whitetail Deer hunting in Texas, an area known the world over for the highest scoring deer. The long-term release of
superior genetics Whitetail stock and excellent native brush protein sources of the area ensure world-class Whitetail
hunting. The ranch is currently home to Whitetail and Axis deer, as well as Turkey, Dove, and Quail. Improved
grasses have made for excellent quail hunting. There are 10 hunting blinds and corn feeders, as well as eight protein
feeders, strategically placed across the ranch.
The Apache Creek Ranch has ±1,650 high-fenced acres and ±408 low-fenced acres with a distribution of
50% high protein brush, 40% lush pastures of improved grasses, and 10% hay production. With a gated entry from
paved FM 2200, the ranch has extensive well-maintained all-weather roads to all corners of the ranch including the
one and a half mile main entry road leading to the main home. There is a ±20 acre pivot irrigated field on the
southern portion of the ranch producing Tifton Bermuda. An extensive set of custom built cattle working pens and
loading chutes in excellent condition are also in place. Ample ranching infrastructure is in place, including an 80’ x
60’ implement barn and workshop, a two-bay equipment barn with a game processing room with stainless steel work
areas and walk-in cooler, a storage barn with several bunkrooms, and a horse barn with six stalls and a tack room.
Water is plentiful from redundant sources on the Apache Creek Ranch. In addition to the constant level two-and-onehalf acre lake and one-and-one-half acre pond, which are maintained by water wells, there are nine other smaller
ponds scattered across the ranch. There is also just under a mile of highly desirable frontage on Hondo Creek
consisting of both sides of this regionally significant creek. The property is also supplied by water via two rural
water meters with access points along FM 2200. Eleven submersible wells and two windmills are strategically
placed across the property.
Residential improvements on the property include an attractive and modern main home with spacious and
comfortable open concept living and dining areas offering plenty of space to entertain large groups, The home also
features a gourmet kitchen and many large windows for excellent natural light. Just outside the home is a large patio
area, a covered outdoor kitchen with a fireplace, and a gorgeous pool, all surrounded by a meticulously landscaped
yard. Just down the road from the main home is a two bedroom guest home with a carport and outdoor relaxation
area near the barns. The entire barn compound area has been beautifully landscaped and irrigated.
The Apache Creek Ranch’s approximately 2,058 acres of highly productive land, that is this close to San Antonio
and in the heart of prime Whitetail country, the ranch doubles as both a revenue-generating asset and a recreational
haven. The ranch can support a large and profitable cattle operation as it stands. It could easily become a legendary
commercial hunting operation. And with the acreage involved and urban proximity, it could readily become a
residential retreat development or any combination of all of these.
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Kolbe Ranches and Wildlife, LLC
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ABOUT
KOLBE RANCHES AND WILDLIFE IS A HOLISTIC RANGE AND WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT COMPANY WHICH PROVIDES WILDLIFE CONSULTATION AND RANCH
REAL ESTATE SERVICES TO PRIVATE AND PUBLIC LANDOWNERS ACROSS TEXAS.

THE COMPANY WAS FOUNDED IN 2016 BY NICHOLAS KOLBE.

CONTACT INFORMATION
NICHOLAS KOLBE
E: NKOLBE@TEXASRANCHSALESLLC.COM
P: (830) 708-9065
WEB: WWW.KOLBERANCHESANDWILDLIFECONSULTING.COM
FB: @KOLBERANCHESANDWILDLIFE
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